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A simple hierarchical scalar spin model is studied analytically and numeri-
cally in the vicinity of its critical point. The dependence of the finite size (i.e.
calculated for a large but finite number of spins) susceptibility and the loca-
tion of zeros of the model partition function on the number of spins at the
critical point is described analytically. It is also shown analytically that the
finite size correlation length in such a model diverges at the critical point
slower than it is supposed in the finite size scaling theory. Certain numerical
information about the critical point and ordered phase is given. In particu-
lar, the critical temperature of the model and the critical index describing
the order parameter are calculated for various values of the interaction pa-
rameter.
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1. Introduction

Hierarchical models play a significant role in modern classical statistical phy-
sics. First such model was introduced by F.Dyson [6] in 1969 as a tool in the study
of one-dimensional Ising-like spin models with long-range interaction potentials.
Since that time these models have been studied and utilized. An excellent survey
of ideas and results in this domain can be found in [3].

The main idea of F.Dyson was to substitute a one-dimensional Ising-like spin
model with the translation invariant interaction potential which decays as a power
of the spin-spin distance by a model with the interaction decaying as the same
power, but of the distance defined by special non-Euclidean metric and possessing
some other symmetry instead of the translation invariance. This new symmetry
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was designed to allow a more detailed and mathematically strict description which
would also yield some information about the properties of the initial translation
invariant model.

On the other hand, in the 70-ies I.Yukhnovskii and his collaborators developed
an approach to the study of a three-dimensional Ising model based on the collec-
tive variables method (see, e.g., [21], [22]). The main tool of this approach was a
step-by-step integration scheme which allowed one to obtain the model partition
function, free energy and other thermodynamic functions in the vicinity of the
critical point [17]. The peculiarity of this scheme lies in the fact that the partition
function is calculated as a product of the partial partition functions describing
a sequence of growing boxes of spins. It was considered as a realization of the
known heuristic Kadanoff block-spin construction which was intended to describe
the critical points of such spin models. This construction was based on the idea
that the ensembles of properly renormalized total spins of cubic blocks of various
linear sizes are distributed identically whenever the model reaches its critical point.
Such property is known as a critical point self-similarity [20] or as a critical point
scale invariance. The latter is considered to be the main symmetry appearing at
the critical point.

In fact, the level of strictness of the Yukhnovskii approach is rather physical,
which means that certain approximations with no quantitatively controlled con-
sequences were employed. Later it was understood [13] that the qualitative result
of these approximations lay in the replacement of the translation invariance of
the model considered by the self-similarity symmetry which was embodied in the
Kadanoff construction. Moreover, it was shown in paper [13] (see also [14] and
[10]) that the step-by-step integration scheme, being applied to a translation in-
variant spin model, transforms it into a model identical to the Dyson’s hierarchical
model. In what follows, one can consider the Dyson model as a realization of the
Yukhnovskii scheme of the study of translation invariant Ising-like spin models.

Since early 70-ies, the Dyson hierarchical model was studied mainly analyti-
cally. At the same time investigations of a three-dimensional Ising model within
the collective variables method by I.Yukhnovskii and his collaborators (including
numerical ones) were carried out. As a result, universal and nonuniversal aspects
of the specific heat behaviour in the vicinity of the critical point were analyzed
[22], [15]. An equation of state was derived, and its analytic solution describing the
order parameter dependence on temperature, external magnetic field and micro-
scopic model parameters in the vicinity of the critical point was found [5], [16]. It
should be noted that a number of additional approximations were used to obtain
these results.

The aim of our work is to study – analytically and numerically – a simple hier-
archical model, considering it also as an emanation from the Yukhnovskii scheme,
in the vicinity of its critical point without the additional approximations just men-
tioned. The main question here is how the quantities which describe the behaviour
of the model in the vicinity of the critical point (such as susceptibility, order param-
eter, correlation length, location of zeros of the partition function, etc.), calculated
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for the fixed large but finite number of spins, depend on thermodynamic variables,
or how they depend on the number of spins if the thermodynamic variables are
fixed at their critical values. Our analytic study is conducted by means of rigorous
methods. We discuss the asymptotic behaviour of the mentioned quantities, cal-
culated at the critical point, when the number of spins tends to infinity. For this
aim the facts already known are taken from the corresponding papers, whereas
a number of new ones are proven here. As a result, we have suggested how to
calculate numerically the order parameter for zero values of the external magnetic
field, how to find the corresponding critical index, how to calculate the critical
temperature. Such an approach is partially inspired by works on the finite size
scaling, [8] and [9] in particular. We suppose to use the finite size scaling methods
for the description of our model on the basis of the data obtained here – it will
be done in our next work. To prepare it we check the basic assumption of this
method concerning the critical point correlation length asymptotics, with the size
of the model tending to infinity, and find that it should be changed in the case of
our model.

As tools we use the methods developed earlier [14], [10], [11], as well as di-
rect numerical calculations of the corresponding quantities for a sufficiently large
number of spins based on the analysis mentioned above. Such calculations became
possible also due to a special (hierarchical) structure of the model considered.

2. The model

Here we give descriptions of the models and those facts from their theory which
are related to our investigation. Some of these facts are proven here, others are
taken from the papers published earlier.

Let us consider a countable set of one-dimensional spins {σs ∈ R, s ∈ N} which
we choose to be indexed simply by positive integers. The formal Hamiltonians of
the translation invariant and hierarchical models are

Htr = −
1

2

∑

s,s′∈N

J tr
ss′σsσs′ − h

∑

s∈N

σs; (2.1)

H = −
1

2

∑

s,s′∈N

Jss′σsσs′ − h
∑

s∈N

σs; (2.2)

where h is an external magnetic field, and

J tr
ss′ = −J(|s− s′|+ 1)−1−λ, J > 0. (2.3)

Here |a| stands for the absolute value of a ∈ Z. The function |s − s′| can be
considered as the Euclidean distance on N, it is invariant with respect to the shifts
(translations) alongN. The parameter λ describes a decay of the potential J tr

ss′, it is
a priori set to be positive. As to the potential Jss′ in the Hamiltonian (2.2), it is put
to be of the form (2.3) but with the “hierarchical distance” between s and s′ instead
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of |s− s′|. This new distance can be set by means of the hierarchical structure on
N. The latter is the sequence L = {Ln, n ∈ Z+} of families Ln = {Λn,r, r ∈ N},
where

Λn,r = {s ∈ N | 2n(r − 1) + 1 6 s 6 2nr}. (2.4)

These subsets of N obey the following recursive rule

Λn,r =
⋃

s∈Λ1,r

Λn−1,s. (2.5)

Definition 2.1 Let n, s, s′ be chosen on N. The points s and s′ are said to be
separated on the hierarchy level n if they belong to different subsets Λ from Ln.

Proposition 2.1 For an arbitrary noncoinciding pair of points s, s′ ∈ N, there
exits n ∈ N such that these points are separated on the hierarchy level n − 1 and
are not separated on the levels n, n+ 1, . . . .

This number is denoted as n(s, s′), that is

n(s, s′) = min{n ∈ N | (∃Λ ∈ Ln)(s ∈ Λ)&(s′ ∈ Λ)} (2.6)

For example, n(1, 2) = 1; n(2, 3) = 2; n(4, 5) = 3. By means of n(s, s′), we can
define the hierarchical distance on N:

dist(s, s′) = 2n(s,s
′) − 1. (2.7)

Then the interaction potential in the Hamiltonian (2.2) is written as follows:

Jss′ = J(dist(s, s′) + 1)−1−λ, (2.8)

where λ and J are the same as in (2.3). In order to relate such a model to
the d-dimensional translation invariant model considered within the Yukhnovskii
scheme, one should put λ = 2/d (see [13], [14], [10]).

The following assertion can be proven directly from the definition.

Proposition 2.2 For an arbitrary pair of points s, s′ ∈ N,

|s− s′| 6 dist(s, s′), (2.9)

that yields
J tr
ss′ > Jss′. (2.10)

Thermodynamic properties of the model can be described by passing to the limit
Λ ր N for the expectations < .. >Λ computed at the finite subset Λ with the
help of Gibbs measures µβ,h

Λ . They are defined as probability measures on the
configuration spaces R

Λ by means of local Hamiltonians HΛ(σΛ), where σΛ =
{σs, s ∈ Λ}. The local Hamiltonians are constructed according to the formal ones
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(2.1), (2.2) described just below. Here we consider only the Gibbs measures which
correspond to zero boundary conditions. Thus,

δµβ,h
Λ (σΛ) =

1

Zβ,h
Λ

exp(−βHΛ(σΛ))
∏

s∈Λ

δχ(σs), (2.11)

where Zβ,h
Λ is a normalizing constant which provides for µβ,h

Λ to be probabilistic,
and the measure χ describes the single-spin (even) probability distribution. The
simplest case of the latter is the measure concentrated at points ±1 that corre-
sponds to the Ising-like spins.

For hierarchical models, the thermodynamic limit is naturally achieved within
the hierarchical structure, that is by choosing Λ ∈ Ln and putting n→ ∞. Hence,
we may set the hierarchical local Hamiltonians only for such Λ. Thus, we use
relation (2.5) and define the family of local Hamiltonians {HΛn,r | n ∈ Z+, r ∈ N}
recursively by putting

HΛn,r (σΛn,r ) = −
1

2
2−n(1+λ)(1 − 2−1−λ)Jσ2(Λn,r) +

∑

s∈Λ1,r

HΛn−1,s
(σΛn−1,s

) (2.12)

with

HΛ0,s
(σs) = −

1

2
(1− 2−1−λ)Jσ2

s − hσs, (2.13)

where
σ(Λ) =

∑

s∈Λ

σs. (2.14)

Clearly, these Hamiltonians are invariant with respect to those permutations of N
which preserve the hierarchical structure. Such permutations form a group which
is the symmetry group of the model. In particular, all Hamiltonians with the same
n and different r ∈ N are identical, therefore, can be represented by one of them,
HΛn,1

for example. The relationship between the Hamiltonians (2.2) and (2.12) can
be established as follows. We rewrite HΛn,1

given by (2.12)

HΛn,1
(σΛn,1

) = −
1

2

∑

s,s′∈Λn,1

J
(n)
ss′ σsσs′ − h

∑

s∈Λn,1

σs; (2.15)

that can be used as a definition of J
(n)
ss′ . Having in mind that Λn,1 absorbs N when

n→ ∞ and using relations (2.12)–(2.14), one can prove such a statement.

Proposition 2.3
lim
n→∞

J
(n)
ss′ = 2−n(s,s′)(1+λ)J.

Along with the Hamiltonians (2.15) we will also consider the local Hamiltonian
defined by the Hamiltonian (2.1)

Htr
Λn,r

(σ) = −
1

2

∑

s,s′∈Λn,r

J tr
ss′σsσs′ − h

∑

s∈Λn,r

σs, (2.16)
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where J tr
ss′ is given by (2.3).

Consider the Gibbs measures (2.11) of the hierarchical model with Λ = Λn,r.
Relation (2.12) yields the following recursion formula:

dµβ,h
Λn,r

(σΛn,r ) = Y β,h
n exp

{

β

2
(1− 2−1−λ)2−n(1+λ)Jσ2(Λn,r)

}

×
∏

s∈Λ1,r

dµβ,h
Λn−1,s

(σΛn−1,s
), (2.17)

where

Y β,h
n =

(

Zβ,h
Λn−1,1

)2 /

Zβ,h
Λn,1

.

Here we have taken into account that Zβ,h
Λn,r

= Zβ,h
Λn,1

for all r ∈ Z. Due to the

hierarchical symmetry of the model all sums σ(Λn,r) with the same n and different
r are distributed identically. Denote

P β,h
Λn,r

(A) = Prob(σ(Λn,r) ∈ A)

for every Borel subset A ⊂ R. Then

δP β,h
Λn,r

(ξ)

dξ
=

∫

R
Λn,r

δ(σ(Λn,r)− ξ)δµβ,h
Λn,r

(σΛn,r ), (2.18)

where δ(. . .) is the Dirac δ – function. Thus, relation (2.17) yields for such P β,h
Λn,r

:

dP β,h
Λn,r

(ξ) = Y β,h
Λn,1

exp

{

β

2
2−n(1+λ)(1− 2−1−λ)Jξ2

}

Qβ,h
Λn,r

(ξ)δξ, (2.19)

Qβ,h
Λn,r

(ξ) =

∫

R

δ(
∑

s∈Λ1,r

ξs − ξ)
∏

s∈Λ1,r

dP β,h
Λn−1,s

(ξs). (2.20)

In the case where the initial measure P β,h
Λ0,s

is absolutely continuous with respect

to the Lebesgue measure on R, all P β,h
Λn,r

possess this property. It means that the
tempered distribution introduced by (2.18) now is a suitable function. We denote
it as

dP β,h
Λn,r

(ξ)

dξ
= T β,h

n (ξ), (2.21)

and remark that the so-called “small” partition function F β,h
n (x) studied in papers

[1], [2] is related to our T β,h
n as follows:

F β,h
n (x) :=

∫

Λn,1

δ(2−nσ(Λn,1) − x)δµβ,h
Λn,1

(σΛn,1
)

= T β,h
n (2nx), x ∈ R. (2.22)
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The recursive relation given by (2.19), (2.20) now takes the form

T β,h
n (ξ) =

1

Kβ,h
n

exp

(

β

2
2−n(1+λ)(1 − 2−1−λ)Jξ2

)

(2.23)

×

∫

R

T β,h
n−1

(

ξ

2
+ η

)

T β,h
n−1

(

ξ

2
− η

)

dη,

where

Kβ,h
n =

∫

R2

exp

(

β

2
2−n(1+λ)(1 − 2−1−λ)Jξ2

)

(2.24)

× T β,h
n−1

(

ξ

2
+ η

)

T β,h
n−1

(

ξ

2
− η

)

dξdη.

Here we have taken into account that all Λ1,r consist of two points, and all σ(Λn,r)
with the same n and different r are distributed identically.

Now let us describe in detail the family of measures which are to be chosen
in this research as initial single-spin measures χ. The first condition imposed on
these measures is the existence of their Laplace transforms

fχ(z) =

∫

R

exp(zσ)dχ(σ), z ∈ C, (2.25)

as entire functions. Let F be a family of entire functions of one complex variable
possessing the following canonical representation:

f(z) = exp(θz2)

∞
∏

j=1

(1 + γjz
2), (2.26)

θ > 0, γj > 0,
∞
∑

j=1

γj <∞, γj > γj+1.

In other words, the family F consists of entire functions with the order of growth
two at most which either have purely imaginary zeros or have them none.

Definition 2.2 A probability measure χ is said to possess the Lee-Yang property if
its Laplace transform (2.25) belongs to the family F .

It can be shown that the measures

δχ(σ) =
1

2
{δ(σ − 1) + δ(σ + 1)} δσ, (2.27)

and

dχ(σ) =
exp(− 1

2
uσ2 − 1

4
vσ4)dσ

∫

R
exp(− 1

2
uσ2 − 1

4
vσ4)dσ

, u ∈ R, v > 0, (2.28)

possess the Lee-Yang property. Further details can be found in paper [12]. Here we
discuss only the properties of those measures which are relevant to our research.
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As can be seen from definition (2.25), the moments of each such measure can be
computed as corresponding derivatives at zero of its Laplace transform fχ. The
following derivatives

u(2k)χ = (D2k log fχ)(0), k ∈ N, D =
d

dz
, (2.29)

are known as semiinvariants or cumulants of χ. Directly from definition (2.26) one
obtains the following representations for these parameters:

u(2)χ = 2(θ + Γ1),

u(2k)χ = (−1)k−12(2k − 1)!Γk, k > 2, (2.30)

Γk =
∞
∑

j=1

γkj , k ∈ N.

The only measure possessing the Lee-Yang property, the Laplace transform of
which has no zeros, is the Gaussian measure. All the others can be characterized
by the location of its zeros which are nearest to the origin of the imaginary axis.
These are at points ±z1 = ±iγ

−1/2
1 (see (2.26)).

Proposition 2.4 Let for a non-Gaussian measure χ possessing the Lee-Yang prop-
erty, the semiinvariants be defined by (2.29). Then the location of the nearest zeros
of its Laplace transform obeys the following two-sided estimate:

[

40
|u

(4)
χ |

u
(2)
χ u

(6)
χ

]
1

4

6 |z1| 6

[

6
u
(2)
χ

|u
(4)
χ |

]
1

2

. (2.31)

The proof of this statement can be done by showing the validity of such two-sided
estimate for γ1:

Γ2

θ + Γ1
6 γ1 6

√

(θ + Γ1)Γ3

Γ2
, (2.32)

which in its turn immediately implies (2.31). To prove (2.32) one can use the
following form of the Cauchy inequality:

Γ2
2 =

[

∞
∑

j=1

γ
1/2
j γ

3/2
j

]2

6

[

∞
∑

j=1

γj

][

∞
∑

j=1

γ3j

]

,

which yields Γ2
2 6 Γ1Γ3 6 (θ+Γ1)Γ3. The latter estimate, together with the obvious

relation γ21 6 Γ2, gives the upper bound for γ1 in (2.32). The lower bound is the
simple consequence of the following estimate Γ2 6 γ1Γ1 6 γ1(θ + Γ1).

For the measure χ, we set

aχ = −u(4)χ

/

(u(2)χ )2 . (2.33)

By means of the methods of paper [12] one can prove
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Proposition 2.5 Let the measure χ possess the Lee-Yang property. Then

0 6 aχ 6 2.

Moreover, aχ = 0 if, and only if, χ is Gaussian; aχ = 2 if, and only if, χ is
concentrated at points ±a, i.e. is of the type (2.27) with some a > 0 instead of 1.

The following statement is a base for the application of the Lee-Yang property in
the theory of hierarchical models. It was proven in [10] and applied in [11].

Proposition 2.6 Let the initial single-spin measure χ possess the Lee-Yang prop-
erty. Then, all P β,0

Λn,r
defined by (2.11), (2.18), (2.19), (2.20) possess this property

provided they exist as measures.

It was shown [11] that all P β,h
Λn,r

exist as measures for all the values of β if the initial
measure χ is such that fχ possesses the representation (2.26) with θ = 0. Only
such initial measures are considered below, the measures (2.27), (2.28) obey this
restriction.

3. The critical point and an ordered phase

We start with the description of an ordered phase. For this purpose we will
need an order parameter. In spin models it should be magnetization per spin in
a zero external field. It can be computed by means of the corresponding Gibbs
measures. Consider the following expectations:

M (l)
n (β, h) = < (σ(Λn,1))

l >Λn,1

=

∫

R
Λn,1

(σ(Λn,1))
ldµβ,h

Λn,1
(σΛn,1

)

=

∫

R

ξldP β,h
Λn,1

(ξ), l ∈ N; (3.1)

M̄n(β) =

∫

R
Λn,1

|σ(Λn,1)|dµ
β,0
Λn,1

(σΛn,1
) =

∫

R

|ξ|dP β,0
Λn,1

(ξ), (3.2)

m̄n(β) =

∫

RΛn.1

|σ1|dµ
β,0
Λn,1

(σΛn,1
); (3.3)

m̃(2)
n (β) = min

r,s∈Λn,1

∫

R
Λn,1

σrσsdµ
β,0
Λn,1

(σΛn,1
). (3.4)

Having in mind that each Λn,r consists of 2n points, we introduce the following
parameters:

m1(β) = lim
h→0+

lim
n→∞

2−nM (1)
n (β, h); (3.5)

m2(β) = lim
n→∞

√

2−2nM
(2)
n (β, 0); (3.6)
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m3(β) = lim
n→∞

2−nM̄n(β); (3.7)

m4(β) = lim
n→∞

m̄n(β); (3.8)

m5(β) = lim
n→∞

√

m̃
(2)
n (β). (3.9)

Let also mtr
l (β), l = 1, 2 be defined by expressions (2.11), (3.1) with Htr

Λn,r
(σ)

instead of HΛn,r (σ). In fact, only m1(β) and mtr
1 (β) are order parameters in the

hierarchical and translation invariant models respectively. Other parameters intro-
duced above are used to prove the positivity of the order parameters for the given
values of β. In what follows, Propositions 2.2, 2.3 and the Griffiths inequality,
which hold for all types of the measures χ considered in this work, imply

m2(β) 6 mtr
2 (β). (3.10)

On the other hand, in the case of classical (nonquantum) spin models one has [7]

m2(β) 6 m1(β) mtr
2 (β) 6 mtr

1 (β). (3.11)

Using these estimates, F.Dyson proved the existence of a long-range order in both
models – hierarchical and translation invariant.

Proposition 3.1 (Dyson’s theorem) Let λ ∈ (0, 1) and the measure χ be of the form
(2.27) Then there exists β∗ such that for β > β∗, m2(β) > 0.

Applying standard arguments (see, e.g., [19]), one can extend the validity of
this assertion also to the single-spin measures of the type of (2.28). Much more
information about a long-range order in such models has been obtained by P.Bleher
in his works [1], [2] (see also [3]). In particular, one can deduce from these papers
the following facts:

Proposition 3.2 Let the single-spin measure χ be of the form (2.28). Then there
exists β∗ > 0 such that for β > β∗

m4(β) = m5(β) := m(β) > 0. (3.12)

For β → β∗+, m(β) → 0 holds in such a way that

lim
β→β∗+

logm(β)

log(β − β∗)
:= b > 0. (3.13)

This property is preserved with the same value of the critical index b for small
perturbations of the single-spin measure χ.

Directly from definitions (3.1)–(3.9) we get

m3(β) 6 m4(β), m5(β) 6 m2(β).
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Combining these estimates with (3.10), (3.11) and (3.13), we obtain

m3(β) 6 m(β) 6 mtr
2 (β) 6 mtr

1 (β),

m3(β) 6 m(β) 6 m2(β) 6 m1(β). (3.14)

For our model, the most convenient parameter for the numerical calculation is

m
(n)
3 (β) := 2−nM̄n(β). (3.15)

It may be taken as an approximate (finite size) value of m3(β). The fact that the
latter parameter is a lower bound for the genuine order parameter shows that it
may be used to describe the ordering phase transition in the model considered.

It should be noted here that a substantial description of the ordered phase
in such hierarchical models was done in papers [1] and [2] where the asymptotics
(for n → ∞) of the “small” partition function (2.22) was obtained. In particular,
theorem A of paper [1] and theorem 2.1 of paper [2] imply the following assertion:

Proposition 3.3 For any λ ∈ (0, 1) there exist positive β∗, the function φ(β), and
a sequence of functions {mn(β), n ∈ N}, such that

lim
n→∞

mn(β) = m(β); mn(β) > 0, ∀β > β∗,

lim
β→β∗+

φ(β) = +∞, φ(β) > 0, ∀β > β∗, (3.16)

where m(β) was introduced in (3.12). For these functions and for the density
(2.21), the following convergence takes place:

lim
n→∞

sup
ξ∈R

|T β,0
n (2n/2ξ) − B(ξ; 2n/2mn(β), φ(β))| = 0, (3.17)

where

B(ξ;m,φ) =
1

2
(G(ξ +m;φ) +G(ξ −m;φ)),

G(ξ;φ) = (2πφ)−1/2 exp(−
ξ2

2φ
).

Let an(β) be defined as aχ by (2.33) with χ = P β,0
Λn,1

. Then the assertion formulated
above implies

lim
n→∞

an = 2, ∀β > β∗ . (3.18)

Now let us describe the critical point behaviour of the hierarchical model. One
can deduce from (3.7) and (3.14)

M (2)
n (β, 0) = O(22n), for β > β∗ . (3.19)

On the other hand, for the disordered phase only bulk divergences should appear

M (2)
n (β, 0) = O(2n), for β < β∗ . (3.20)
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As for the critical point itself, an intermediate type of divergences is expected

M (2)
n (β∗, 0) = O(2n(1+ρ)), (3.21)

with some ρ ∈ (0, 1). In order to prove this conjecture and to find ρ, we proceed
as follows. Define the sequence of random variables {τ ρn, n ∈ N}, where

τ ρn = 2−
n
2
(1+ρ)σ(Λn,r), ρ > 0. (3.22)

The probability distribution of each τ ρn can be described by means of the measure
(2.18), where we put h = 0. If the sequence {τ 0n} is asymptotically normal, the
dependence between the spins is weak or absent as in the case described by the
standard central limit theorem. It corresponds to the asymptotics (3.20). In the
case of positive ρ in (3.22), one has abnormal normalization of the sums σ(Λ).
For weakly dependent spins, the sequence {τ 0n} is asymptotically normal, then
the sequences {τ ρn, ρ > 0} are asymptotically degenerate at zero. Therefore, the
convergence of such a sequence to some nondegenerate random variable would
correspond to the appearance of a strong dependence between the spins. The
latter is assumed to occur at the critical point of the model. Such critical point
convergences were proven.

Proposition 3.4 ( [11] ) Let λ ∈ (0, 1
2
) and the measure χ possess the Lee-Yang

property. Then there exists β∗ > 0 such that: (i) for β = β∗, the sequence {τλn } is
asymptotically normal; (ii) for β < β∗ the sequence {τ 0n} is asymptotically normal,

Proposition 3.5 ( [4] ) Let the initial measure χ be chosen of the form (2.28) with
u = 1. Then there exist ε > 0, v0 > 0, and β∗ such that for λ ∈ (1

2
, 1
2
+ ε),

v ∈ (0, v0), β = β∗, the sequence {τλn} converges to some non-Gaussian random
variable.

For some Borel subset A ⊂ R, we denote

P̃ β
n (A) = Prob(τλn ∈ A). (3.23)

In the case where the initial measure χ is absolutely continuous with respect to
the Lebesgue measure on R, these are all P̃ β

n . Let us denote

δP̃ β
n (ξ)

δξ
= T̃n(ξ). (3.24)

Making use of definition (3.22), one obtains from the recursion relations (2.19),
(2.20)

T̃n(ξ)
1

K̃n

exp(βqξ2)

∫

R

T̃n−1(2
−

1−λ
2 ξ + η)T̃n−1(2

−
1−λ
2 ξ − η)dη, (3.25)

where

K̃n =

∫

R2

exp(βqξ2)T̃n−1(2
−

1−λ
2 ξ + η)T̃n−1(2

−
1−λ
2 ξ − η)dξdη, (3.26)
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and

q =
1

2
(1 − 2−1−λ)J. (3.27)

Thus, a direct corollary of Propositions 3.4 , 3.5 is the following assertion:

Proposition 3.6 (i) Let the conditions of Proposition 3.4 be satisfied. Then there
exists β∗ such that for β = β∗, the sequence {P̃ β

n , n ∈ N} weakly converges to some
Gaussian measure.
(ii) Let the conditions of Proposition 3.5 be satisfied. Then there exists β∗ such
that for β = β∗, the sequence {P̃ β

n , n ∈ N} weakly converges to some non-Gaussian
measure.
(iii) In both cases described above the following asymptotics holds:

M (2)
n (β∗, 0) = O(2n(1+λ)). (3.28)

Remark 3.1 The restriction for λ which is in the small interval ( 1
2
, 1
2
+ε) mentioned

in Proposition 3.5 seems to be purely technical. One can expect that the convergence
stated there holds for all λ ∈ (1

2
, 1). It is confirmed by the numerical results given

in paper [4]

Hence, having in mind (3.18), one can deduce

Proposition 3.7 Let λ be chosen in the interval (1/2, 1) and an(β) be as in (3.18),
then

lim
n→∞

an(β) = 0, for β < β∗;

lim
n→∞

an(β∗) = a ∈ (0, 2); (3.29)

lim
n→∞

an(β) = 2, for β > β∗ .

Now let us consider some consequences of the critical point asymptotics (3.28)
just established. First we find how the correlation length ξn, which describes the
decay of the spin-spin correlations in Λn.1 in such a model, diverges when n→ ∞
and β = β∗. It may be used to check the assumptions of the finite size scaling
method [8], [9]. We follow the latter paper where the main assumption of this
method is formulated as a rule for thermodynamic quantity AL(t), calculated on
a finite lattice of linear size L, to depend on this size and on t = (β∗ − β)/β∗ as

AL(t) = Lρ/νfA(s(L, t)), s(L, t) = L/ξ(t). (3.30)

Here a power-law critical singularity for the bulk (i.e. obtained in the thermody-
namic limit L → ∞) quantity A = O(t−ρ) is assumed, and ξ(t) = O(t−ν) stands
for the bulk value of ξ. Let us choose A = ξ, which means ρ = ν, and put β = β∗,
that is t = 0. Then one has in (3.30) s(L, 0) = 0 which yields in its turn

ξL(0) = Lfξ(0). (3.31)
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To check this assumption we use definition (3.1) and obtain

M (2)
n (β, 0) =

∑

s,s′∈Λn,r

< σsσs′ >Λn,r . (3.32)

The correlation function < σsσs′ >Λn,r depends on the hierarchical distance be-
tween s and s′. We set

< σsσs′ >Λn,1
= Φn(dist(s, s

′)). (3.33)

It is known (see [3]) that the so-called “small” critical exponent η equals zero for
one-dimensional and hierarchical models (see also footnote [11] in paper [9]). Then
we can substitute in (3.32) Φn(x) in its asymptotic form

Φn(x) = Φ0 exp(−κnx), κn > 0, (3.34)

where κn stands for the inverse correlation length, i.e. κΛn,1
:= κn = ξ−1

n . In
what follows, the ξn critical point asymptotics prescribed by the finite size scaling
assumption (3.31) reads as

ξn = O(2n). (3.35)

To check whether it really holds, we put

κn = κ02
−nρ, (3.36)

and find the value of ρ which corresponds to the critical point asymptotics of
M

(2)
n (β∗, 0) (3.28). Denote

Sn(λ, ρ) =
n

∑

k=0

2k−nλ exp(−κ02
k−nρ), κ0 > 0. (3.37)

Proposition 3.8 Let the correlation function (3.33) have the form (3.34) with κn
obeying (3.36). Then

2−n(1+λ)M (2)
n (β∗, 0) =

Φ0

2
(2−nλ + exp(κn)Sn(λ, ρ)). (3.38)

Proof. One has

M (2)
n (β, 0) =

∑

s,s′∈Λn,1

Φ0 exp
{

−κn(2
n(s,s′) − 1)

}

(3.39)

= Φ0 exp(κn)

n
∑

k=0

∆n(k) exp(−κn2
k). (3.40)

Here ∆n(k) stands for the number of pairs {s, s′} in Λn,1 such that n(s, s′) = k
where the latter is given by (2.6). This number depends on the number #(Λn,r) of
elements in Λn,r and can easily be computed if its following properties are utilized:

∆n(0) = #(Λn,r) = 2n; (3.41)
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∆n(n) = 2#(Λn−1,1)#(Λn−1,2) = 2 · 22(n−1);

∆n(k) = 2∆n−1(k), k < n.

Thus, we obtain
∆n(k) = 2n+k−1, k = 1, 2 . . . n. (3.42)

Inserting this into (3.39), we arrive at

M (2)
n (β, 0) = Φ02

n−1 +
Φ0

2
exp(κn)

n
∑

k=0

2n+k exp(−κn2
k).

Now we use (3.36) and (3.37) and obtain (3.38). Q.E.D.

Proposition 3.9 There exist positive bounds S± such that

S−
6 Sn(λ, λ) 6 S+, ∀n ∈ N, ∀λ ∈ (0, 1). (3.43)

Proof. For the given λ, let [nλ] denote an integer part of nλ and ν(n, λ) = nλ−[nλ].
Then one has from (3.37)

Sn(λ, λ) =

n−[nλ]
∑

k=−[nλ]

2k−ν(n,λ) exp(−κ02
k−ν(n,λ)). (3.44)

For λ ∈ (0, 1), n− [nλ] → +∞ when n tends to infinity, the number of summands
in the right-hand side of (3.44) will increase to infinity.

Let us consider the function

ψk(ν) = 2k−ν exp(−κ02
k−ν), k ∈ Z, ν ∈ [0, 1]. (3.45)

It is easy to show that for λ ∈ (0, 1),

ψk(1) 6 ψk(λ) 6 ψk(0) for κ02
k
6 1,

ψk(0) 6 ψk(λ) 6 ψk(1) for κ02
k
> 2. (3.46)

The parameter − log2 κ0 may or may not belong to the set of integer numbers.
In the first case we denote this integer number by k0 and conclude that the first
line of the estimates (3.46) holds for k 6 k0, whereas the second one holds for
k > k0 + 1. If the mentioned parameter is not an integer, there exists a unique
integer number k obeying the estimate

κ−1
0 < 2k < 2κ−1

0 . (3.47)

We denote this number by k0 and conclude that the first line of the estimates
(3.46) holds for k < k0 and the second one holds for k > k0. For k = k0, one has
the following estimates:

1

κ0e2
6 ψk0(λ) 6

1

κ0e
. (3.48)
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Now we are able to construct the bounds S±. We put

S− = min{ψ0(0), ψ0(1), (κ0e
2)−1}. (3.49)

If − log2 κ0 := k0 belongs to Z, we set

S+ =
k0
∑

−∞

ψk(0) +
+∞
∑

k0+1

ψk(1). (3.50)

For noninteger log2 κ0 we put

S+ =

k0−1
∑

−∞

ψk(0) +
1

κ0e
+

+∞
∑

k0+1

ψk(1), (3.51)

where k0 is the solution of inequalities (3.47). It is clear that all series in (3.50),
(3.51) are convergent. Now we rewrite (3.44)

Sn(λ, λ) =

n−[nλ]
∑

k=−[nλ]

ψk(ν(n, λ)).

Making use of the estimates (3.46), (3.48), one can show that (3.43) holds. Q.E.D.
Consider also the asymptotics of Sn(1, 1). One has

Sn(1, 1) =
0

∑

k=−n

2k exp(−κ02
k)

→
∞
∑

k=0

2−k exp(−κ02
−k) <∞. (3.52)

The corollary of (3.43) and (3.52) can be formulated as the following assertion:

Proposition 3.10 Let Sn(λ, ρ) be defined by (3.37) with λ, ρ ∈ (0, 1]. Then for n→
∞:

Sn(λ, ρ) → +∞, for l < ρ,
Sn(λ, ρ) → 0, for l > ρ.

(3.53)

As a result, one may conclude that the finite scaling assumption (3.31) should be
revised.

Proposition 3.11 Let the inverse correlation length κn have the form (3.36) with
ρ 6= λ, then the asymptotics (3.28) does not hold.

The case of ρ = λ in (3.36) is more subtle, it needs some modification of the
dependence that is probably caused by the hierarchical nature of the model.

The last question which is to be discussed in this section is the Lee-Yang edge
singularities at the critical point. The similar discussion for the case of exactly
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soluble models may be found in [18]. Due to Proposition 2.6 all P β,0
Λn,r

possess
the Lee-Yang property and may be characterized by the location of zeros of their
Laplace transforms which are nearest to the origin of the imaginary axis. Let fn(z)
be the Laplace transform (2.25) of P β,0

Λn,r
, then its derivatives define the moments

of this measure. In particular,

M (l)
n (β, 0) = (Dlfn)(0), l ∈ N,

where M
(l)
n are defined by (3.1). Let z

(n)
1 define the location of the nearest zero of

fn and u
(2k)
n be semiinvariants of P β,0

Λn,r
defined by (2.29). Then for z

(n)
1 , Proposition

2.4 gives the estimate (2.31) with the just mentioned semiinvariants. In the cases
described by Proposition 3.5 or by part (ii) of Proposition 3.6, that is in the cases
where the critical point convergence of {P̃ β

n } holds to a non-Gaussian limit, it is

expected that |z
(n)
1 | tends to zero. We describe this phenomenon as follows:

Proposition 3.12 For z
(n)
1 , the following critical point asymptotics holds:

|z
(n)
1 | = O(2−n(1+λ)/2).

To prove this statement one uses the estimate (2.31), provided the asymptotics of
the semiinvariants are known. Here part (ii) of Proposition 3.6 implies

u(2k)n = O(2(1+λ)kn). (3.54)

In particular, u
(2)
n = M

(2)
n (β∗, 0) has the asymptotics (3.28). By means of (3.54)

one simply gets the proof.

Figure 1. Tn(ξ) via ξ for n =

2, 3, . . . , 6 and λ = 2/3, β−1 = 0.50.

Figure 2. The same as figure 1 for n =
6, 7, 8, 9.
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Figure 3. Tn(ξ) via ξ for n = 9, . . . , 13
and λ = 2/3, β−1 = 0.61.

Figure 4. The same as figure 3 for n =
13, . . . , 18.

4. Numerical results

The main advantage of hierarchical models is that they are very suitable for
direct numerical calculations. By means of a relatively weak computer, one can
calculate recursively from (2.23), (2.24) the Radon-Nikodym derivatives Tn = T β,0

n ,
starting from some suitable measure (e.g., of the type of (2.28) ) up to sufficiently
high values of n. In this section we present the results of such calculations. We
choose the initial measure P β,0

Λ0,r
= P̃ β

0 = χ to be of the form given by (2.28) with
v = 1 and u = 0.1. This is the simplest non-Gaussian measure possessing the
Lee-Yang property. Another choice of v would change only the scale of β. The
dependence of the results on the choice of u will be considered in a separate work.
We expect it to have only a quantitative character. The scale of β is also defined
by the choice of J in (3.27). We have put

J = 2
1− 2−λ

1− 2−1−λ
,

that gives
q = 1− 2−λ. (4.1)

The first object of our investigation is the Radon-Nikodym derivative Tn(ξ) defined
recursively by (2.23), (2.24) with T0(ξ) = dχ(ξ)/dξ. For u = 0.1 this function
has only one maximum at ξ = 0. For β = 0, all the Tn will have this property.
Therefore, for small β, one may expect this property of Tn to hold. On the other
hand, one may connect the appearance of a long-range order with the appearance
– at some n0 – of the maxima of Tn0

at ξ = ±yn0
. The number n0 must tend to

infinity with β approaching β∗ from above. Such a picture was proven by means
of the large deviation method [1], [2]. We have obtained it numerically. For the
value of the parameter λ, we have often chosen 2/3 which corresponds to d = 3
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Figure 5. − log Tn(x) via x = ξ/mn(β) subse-

quently for n = 15, 20, 23, 25, the lowest curve
is for n = 15.

if the hierarchical model is used
to describe the Yukhnovskii ap-
proach to the d-dimensional Ising
model. Figure 1 shows the evolu-
tion of Tn(ξ) with n for λ = 2/3
and β−1 = 0.50. Here n0 = 4. Fig-
ure 2 shows further evolution of
Tn with the same values of the pa-
rameters. It can be seen that the
new maximum transforms subse-
quently into a sharp peak, which
shows that the corresponding Pn

becomes more and more close to
the distribution concentrated at
two points ±mn(β) in full agree-
ment with Proposition 3.3.

Figures 3 and 4 show the same behaviour of Tn for λ = 2/3 and β−1 = 0.61.
This behaviour is similar to that of the previous case, but here n0 = 12. Therefore,
these two values of β are greater than β∗. The behaviour of Tn between the peaks
±mn(β) is shown in figure 5. Here the dependence of − log Tn on x := ξ/mn(β) is
plotted for λ = 0.65, β−1 = 0.624, and subsequently n = 15, 20, 23, 25 (the highest
curve corresponds to n = 25). This picture was theoretically predicted by P.Bleher
in his research [1].

Figure 6. Evolution of an(β) with n for
eight subsequent values of T = β−1.

To calculate the values of the criti-
cal temperature Tc = β−1

∗
for λ ∈ (1

2
, 1),

we use the parameter an(β) described
by Proposition 3.7. Hence, we study the
evolution of an(β) with n for different
fixed values of β, and λ ∈ (1

2
, 1). Figure

6 shows such an evolution for λ = 2/3
and eight values of T = β−1. It is as de-
scribed by (3.29), and one may evaluate
Tcr = β−1

∗ = 0.61868.

The next object of our investigation
is the order parameter. In fact, it is very
hard to study the genuine order parame-
ter given by (3.5) directly. Instead of this,
we have studied the lowest one, m3(β)
(see (3.7), (3.14)). Figure 7 shows the
T := β−1-dependence of this order pa-

rameter for λ = 2/3 and three values of n = 10; 15; 20. Having this dependence,
one can compute the value of the critical index b, given by (3.13).

Figure 8 shows the dependence of b and Tcr evaluated from (3.13) on the values
of λ from the interval (1

2
, 1).
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Figure 7. m(n)
3 (β) given by (3.15) via

T = β−1 for λ = 2/3 and subsequently

n = 10, 15, 20, the lowest curve is for
n = 10.

Figure 8. Critical index b defined by
m3(β) = A(Tcr − T/Tcr)

b and Tcr via

λ.
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Аналітичне й чисельне дослідження ієрархічної

спінової моделі

Ю.Козицький 1,2 , М.Козловський 2 , Т.Крохмальський 2

1 Університет ім. М. Кюрі-Склодовської, Інститут математики,

20–031 Люблін, Польща
2 Інститут фізики конденсованих систем НАН Укpаїни,

290011 Львів, вул. Свєнціцького, 1

Отримано 7 жовтня 1997 р.

На основі аналітичних і чисельних методів вивчається проста ієрар-

хічна скалярна спінова модель в околі її критичної точки. Аналітично

описані залежності сприйнятливості і локалізації нулів статистичної

суми моделі скінченого розміру (тобто, великого, але скінченого чи-

сла спінів) від кількості спінів поблизу критичної точки. Шляхом ана-

літичного розрахунку, зокрема, показано, що кореляційна довжина

моделі скінченого розміру розбігається в критичній точці слабше ніж

це передбачалось скейлінговою теорією. Обчислена критична тем-

пература і знайдений критичний показник параметра порядку для

різних значень параметра взаємодії.

Ключові слова: ієрархічні моделі, ізінгоподібні моделі, одновимірні

системи, критична точка, фазовий перехід
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